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Guiding Principles are the set of beliefs, values, and practices  
that serve as a guide for an organization throughout its life. 

 

Guiding Principles for Camp Neringa, Inc. 
 

The Guiding Principles clarify, reinforce, and continue the Mission of Neringa  
originally established by the Sisters of the Immaculate Conception. 

  

They contain the strategies the Sisters used to make Neringa the special place that it is. 
  

These principles guide Camp Neringa’s leadership in its decision-making  
and implementation of the Mission and Vision. 

 
The Mission (the reason we exist): 

To provide a nurturing experience rich in Lithuanian heritage and Christian faith that encourages the 
positive character development of campers, counselors, staff, families and all participants.  
 

The Vision (that which we strive to accomplish):  

Neringa will always be a nurturing, natural, and supportive community where campers, counselors, staff, 
family members and all participants can express and experience their Lithuanian heritage and Christian 
faith, thereby enhancing their personal, cultural, and spiritual growth.  

 

The Cornerstones: Lithuanian Cultural Heritage, Catholic Faith Tradition,  
and Personal Development 
 

It is integral to the mission and vision of Neringa that all programs and camp sessions 
include Lithuanian cultural heritage, Catholic faith tradition, and personal 
development. 
 

If other groups wish to use the grounds and facilities, they must uphold religious, 
educational, or cultural values. 
 

Lithuanian Cultural Heritage  

• Neringa serves those in the Lithuanian community who want to provide a Lithuanian cultural 
immersion experience for their child, family, or themselves.   

• Lithuanian culture, (i.e. language, history, literature, customs, folk dancing, songs, music, art, and 
cuisine) is a necessary program component of every camping session.  

• The Lithuanian language is spoken, taught, and nurtured during all camp sessions, considering 
the campers’ abilities.    

• Individuals from Lithuania, or recent immigrants with firsthand knowledge and expertise of 
Lithuanian culture, are especially welcomed to be part of the staff.  

• Cultural programs are flexible and are adapted to the level and understanding of the participants.  
 

Catholic Faith Tradition – God’s Creative Love 

• Embracing and celebrating God and God’s love is at the heart of Neringa’s mission. 

• The Catholic tradition provides the core structure for expressing the faith. 

• Prayer and liturgy (participation in the Mass & sacraments), together with other Catholic 
traditions, are an integral component of each session.  
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• Christian values are upheld in daily routines and interpersonal relations – to 
honor, respect, and accept everyone and to forgive, share, assist, and “love 
your neighbor” in all ways.  

• Creating a community and family atmosphere is an expression of faith 
because it reflects the interpersonal love and community of the Trinity.  

• Religious education is provided by way of experience and participation rather 
than direct teaching. 
 

Personal Development 

• The camper is central to the Neringa camping experience, and the focus is on engaging the whole 
individual – mind, body, and spirit – in all activities.   

• Each child is addressed with respect, valued for his/her uniqueness, and supported by a safe 
environment. 

• Each staff member helps create a positive and cooperative environment, which enables the 
camper to be their natural self, share their skills, attempt the unknown, and dare to make 
mistakes that ultimately foster a positive sense of self.  

• Activities that foster self-knowledge and moments of reflection are encouraged to 
counterbalance the constant outside stimulus and activity within current society. 

• Camp counselors and counselors-in-training receive appropriate coaching to ensure the focus 
stays on the campers and that all activities they plan and conduct enhance the character of the 
campers. In so doing, counselors develop their own character and leadership skills. 

• All staff, regardless of their responsibilities, participate in the mission and contribute to the 
campers’ experience. Everyone is a role model regardless of their direct assignment.   

• Teaching methods used must help create a lived experience. For example, creative activities, play, 
experimentation, enactment, etc. are all exceptional ways for campers to learn and to 
experience life lessons and ideas. Unhealthy competition is to be avoided. 

• The motto “Einam, darom” (“Let’s go and do”) invites all to actively cooperate and join in the 
dynamics of camp life.  

  

Other Considerations 
 

Nature – Gamta  

• The natural environment is God’s gift to us and helps connect us to our own roots, our Creator. 
Natural beauty is inspirational and part of what makes Neringa special. 

• The natural environment provides awe, appreciation, and an opportunity to respectfully enter 
God’s natural order. 

• The camp setting should remain simple, with rustic cabins, natural fields, a close forest, an 
unassuming swimming pond, and the elimination of city sounds and clutter, to help campers 
enter a more deeply-felt experience.  

• Activities take place outdoors (as much as possible) for children and adults to benefit fully from 
the natural environment.  

• Technology is used only to acquire information and is used minimally. This limits distractions and 
enhances the creativity of the campers and counselors. 

• Activities that impart knowledge and develop a sense of stewardship and care of the natural 
environment are part of the programming for both children and adults. This includes upkeep of 
flower beds, blueberry picking, honoring birds’ nests, recycling, not littering, etc.  

•  Respect for property is fostered and accumulation of goods or excess of any kind is avoided. 
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Programming    

• All activities must include creative teaching and nurturing, so that 
education becomes fun.  

• Central to daily life at camp are cooperation, mutual support, and team 
work, which act as counterbalances to the competitiveness and 
individualism encountered in daily life.  

• Healthy competition is fostered to help campers learn the experience of winning and losing.  

• All activities, programs, and events must help build a sense of community and foster healthy 
friendships and relationships.  

• Family values and habits of healthy relationships, such as love, respect, communication, empathy, 
understanding, sensitivity, sharing, tolerance, honesty, hard work, forgiveness, truthfulness, 
flexibility, etc. are constantly affirmed and reinforced.   

• In family sessions, parents are encouraged to participate in programs as much as possible, rather 
than be passive spectators.  

• Onsite planning is an important component that enhances creativity, teamwork, and allows 
participants to adjust to actual situations.   

• Conflicts are resolved as soon as possible; counselors are acquainted with the “cabin circle 
strategy”. * 

• “Cabin time” (a non-class activity) is an important occasion for individual quiet time, reflection, 
building relationships within the cabin, conflict resolution, planning, etc.  
 

Resources  

• The wider Neringa community and alumni are a core resource for leadership, assistance, and 
volunteerism in camp sessions, seasonal events, and ongoing needs.   

• Alumni are of special importance, not only to solicit volunteerism but because it is healthy for 
them to participate in events and continue their own growth and development through 
participation in the Neringa experience. 

• Alumni and past staff members are encouraged to be involved in various off-season events and 
share their skills, talents, and acquired expertise, which helps continue the legacy. 

• Off-season events offer adults and children the opportunity to engage in the Neringa experience 
throughout the year.    

• The greatest resources are the individuals that come and contribute their ingenuity and natural 
skills; people, not things, are the key to acknowledging what is truly meaningful; not placing too 
much value on things, and thereby avoiding consumerism and accumulating too much “stuff.” 
 

* Cabin Circle Strategy: 

1. Everyone sits in a circle.  

2. Counselor or camper states situation/question (dilemma, wrong doing, good 
action, etc.) 

3. Everyone remarks on the statement/question. Each speaker must speak from 
his/her own perspective. Each remark must be personal and use “I/me” instead 
of “he/she.” 

4. Everyone listens, to allow the essence of the situation/question to become clear. 

5. As necessary, a decision by consensus is made, based on truth and love.   
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